You are managing
- competence development of your personnel
- vocational training to upskill or reskill professionals

You want to
- share knowledge and experiences on vocational training in nuclear domains

Get connected with other people through
- Nuclear Vocational Education and Training Community

NUCLEATION
Nuclear Vocational, Education And Training Community

Funded by the European Union
NUCLEATION is a community of practice for individuals passionate about vocational training within various nuclear disciplines: to actively gather and share among its members vocational training expertise, experiences, and challenges in open and trustful contributions and discussions, either through direct member contacts or preferably through live meetings.

NUCLEATION will disseminate its activities and accomplishments through two primary channels:
- a dedicated website (to be published later)
- LinkedIn NUCLEATION group postings.

NUCLEATION operates as a community without a formal organizational structure. Members will connect through
- contact data collected at the NUCLEATION hub and shared exclusively among the members,
- the LinkedIn NUCLEATION group.

To join NUCLEATION, contact

Christian Schönfelder
christian@schoenfelder.training
(hub manager)

or the ENEN office
secretariat@enen.eu

https://www.enen2plus.eu

NUCLEATION is supported by the ENEN2plus project, which runs from 2022 to 2026, more than 50 international organizations are involved, coordinated by ENEN (the European Nuclear Education Network, see www.enen.eu).

Views and opinions expressed are however those of the authors only and do not necessarily reflect those of the European Union or European Commission. Neither the European Union nor the European Commission can be held responsible for them.